Efficacy Evaluation and Technical Management Section

Efficacy Review - I

Antimicrobial Program Branch

IN 10-10-89  OUT 10-27-89

Reviewed By Emily H. Mitchell Date 10-27-89

EPA Reg. No. or File Symbol 778-OR

EPA Petition or EUP No. None

Date Division Received 10-23-89

Type Product(s) General Disinfectant

Data Accession No.(s)

Product Mgr. No. PM 32 (Kempter)

Product Name(s) VIRKON-S

Company Name(s) A. H. Robins Company, Inc.

Submission Purpose Resubmission with additional data/information &

proposed label

Chemical & Formulation Powder

Active Ingredient(s):

Potassium peroxymonosulfate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20.4%
Sodium Chloride . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.5%
202.0 Recommendations

202.1 Efficacy Supported by the Data:

The data/information submitted clarifies the previous report.

203.0 Labeling

No adverse comments.
A.H. ROBINS CO. INC.
P. O. BOX 26609
1405 CUMMINGS DR.
RICHMOND, VA 23261

Report of Analysis for Compliance with PR Notice 86-5

Thank you for your transmittal of 10/10/89. Our staff has completed a preliminary analysis of the material. The results are provided as follows.

Your submittal was found to be substantially in compliance with the standards for submission of data contained in PR Notice 86-5, with the exception(s) noted below. A copy of your bibliography is enclosed, annotated with the Master Record ID's (MRIDs) assigned to each document submitted. Please use these numbers in all future references to these documents, and correct the noted exception(s) in future data submittals. If deficiencies were found which apply to your overall submission, they are described following this paragraph. If the deficiencies apply to specific studies, they are listed below following the applicable identification number or MRID. Thank you for your cooperation.

Any document which has been assigned a MRID has been accepted under PR Notice 86-5. If any comments related to a MRID appear on this report, they are provided for your information and reference when preparing future submissions.

If you have any questions concerning this data submission, please raise them with the cognizant Product Manager, to whom the data have been released.

MRID 41259701

Studies must be continuously paginated from the title page through the end of the study and all appendices—except for the Confidential Attachment or Supplemental Statement of Confidentiality Claims, if present—even when the study is large enough to span more than one physical volume.

Each of the independent study reports in this group should have been bound as a separate study.

Data Requirement Listings, Data Call-In Coversheets, EPA form 8570-1, EPA form 8570-4 and labels are considered to be administrative material rather than data and should not be bound as part of a study.